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“The way organizations deal
with their customers, their
employees, and the broader
community in a crisis is likely
to leave lasting memories in
customers’ minds.”
McKinsey & Company

We want to help you think through the impact Covid-19 is having on
people’s attitudes, values and behaviours - now and in the months
ahead.
We’ve created this toolkit to help frame your thinking, pose questions and to
start building scenarios for what these changes may mean for your
audiences, your customers, and you.
We don’t have all the answers, but what we have done is:

• Assessed a wide range of the published research on how consumers are
responding and adapting to lockdown.
• Conducted our own social insight research into people’s experiences.
• Incorporated a wide range of current affairs and cultural sources we’ve
plugged into, seen, read and experienced.
Information is coming at us all the time, it’s hard to keep up. So we’ve tried
to do some of the work for you.
Our work has shown us which areas of life have been most affected by the
crisis. The hot spots of attention, concern, and experience.
• We’ve used this to create a framework which shows the fundamental
needs, the emerging behaviours and how some brands are winning.
• You can use it alone, or in teams, to give focus to debate, form questions
and explore potential scenarios.
• It’s a broad structure for thinking about how this disruption will challenge
and create opportunities for your organisation. It will also help you see
where your insight gaps might be.

We hope it helps you develop scenarios, manage the risks and realise the
opportunities.
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Our lives have been disrupted in unimaginable ways. We’re adapting,
but uncertainty prevails for consumers and business.
For now, people remain cautious and unclear about their short to mediumterm plans.
Which poses the question: how are people’s attitudes, values and
behaviours changing as a result of the lockdown?
We’re seeing countries beginning to move from full to partial lockdown.

Partial lockdown
• Curbs on economic and social
activity steadily relaxed.

Lockdown ends
• All restrictions lifted.

• Could take place over the next
1-3 months.

• Could be 3-6 months, but likely
to be longer with big market
differences.

• Could reverse if cases rise.

• Deep global recession likely.

• This move away from total lockdown will bring new uncertainties and
adjustments that will shape how think, feel and act.

• Consumer behaviours are hard to shift long-term and it’s open to debate
as to how much ‘of now’ will affect what happens next.
• But while many of our core needs and desires will endure, the context in
which they operate will have changed significantly.
• Brands that lead the way through this will be those who understand these
changing dynamics and can reach and speak to consumers the right
way.
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Covid wasn’t a slow burner. It hit hard and fast. We went from life
as normal to lockdown within weeks. The scale of the disruption
has been epic.
The challenges we’re facing now and in the future are profound, but
we’re also seeing bursts of creativity - in how people and brands are
responding.
There’s an opportunity to lead, as some already are (see section 3 for
some thoughts on what’s working for the front runners).
Much of it stems from their ability to keep closely connected to the fast
moving, evolving needs and mood of their audiences.
It’s about operating with attuned sensitivity, humanity and authenticity.
Knowing what to offer, how to talk, engaging people in the process and
knowing when and how to adapt.
To help you do this, we’re posing four questions.

1
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How have the
fundamental needs
changed for the
people you serve?
Why are some brands
leading the way?

2

How have their
attitudes, values and
behaviours changed to
adapt to this?

4

Where are the
opportunities for your
organisation?
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Covid-19 continues to severely disrupt consumers’ fundamental needs which has led to new expressions of their attitudes, values and
behaviours. It’s the combination and interplay of these different factors which helps explain where these changes are coming from. The
brands that are leading the way understanding these changing dynamics and are adapting quickly to meet them.

Fundamental needs
Health
Concern over our and our loved ones’ safety; the beliefs
and routines we deploy to ensure this. Extends into ideas
and behaviours around cleanliness.
Wealth
Our personal financial situation and job security. How
we’re planning and prioritising our spending and
consumption.

Wellbeing
The desire to manage our emotional and mental states.
What we do to maintain and nourish ourselves. Diet,
exercise and self-care.
Play
Our quest for fun, pleasure and reward is facing a lot of
upheaval as we re-evaluate what’s possible. Home
entertainment and leisure activities. Eating and drinking.

New expressions: attitudes, values, + behaviours
Self-care
How people are developing
themselves and simplifying their
lives. To look after their mental
and physical wellbeing.

Remote working

Learning new skills
The need or desire to learn new
and develop existing abilities. The
search for resources and
inspiration.

The Community

Our virtual lives
How people are trying to live their
‘best life’ at home. Keeping and
feeling connected. Adapting to
virtual.

The Environment

How people and organisations
are adapting to remote working.
The tools, processes & ideology.

The rising sense of community
and collective endeavour. How
people and brands are
adapting and responding.

How people are reacting to
increasing tensions between
environmental concerns and
economic distress.
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This toolkit gives a big picture view of what we can see happening. Of course, not all areas will matter to your business, but a lot will.
Our plan was for you to pick the factors you think are affecting your world, explore them and see where the opportunities are. You might also like
to pick some of the more tangential factors and scenario plan those too. E.g. how might the combination of wellbeing and remote working mean
for how you communicate with your audience?

After you’ve explored what’s changing, you can start to think about how these map onto your strategic and tactical priorities and consider how
to best respond.
Strategic + tactical priorities
Customer service
Channel
Employees

Potential response
Stop everything / something
Start something new

Continue as normal
Innovate

Brand / purpose
Research
Product
Communications

Partner with someone
Engage with consumers

7
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What do we mean by
Health?
•

It’s the concerns and
priorities for our, and our
loved ones’, physical
health and safety.

•

It’s the beliefs we hold
about what protects or
damages our health, the
routines and behaviours
we use to stay healthy.

What did we think about health
(pre-COVID)?

How are we thinking about health now and how could this change?
•

Uniquely, public attitudes to health are singularly focused around Covid-19 (85%)1.

•

Attitudes to health were
individually informed and highly
subjective.

•

We’re seeing a concentration of priority and concern as focus shifts from the diffuse
attention given to the many dimensions of 'health’. Hygiene, cleanliness and managing
contagion are now paramount.

•

For example, our personal health
history or demography may
inform how we prioritise specific
conditions and shape our
concerns, behaviours, beliefs.

•

There’s a dominant need for safety, security and protection from the risk of developing
COVID-19 which is likely to remain. 51% were very/quite worried about getting sick no matter
what precautions they take2.

•

Areas of greater ‘collective
interest’ formed around themes
related to weight, obesity,
activity etc.

Potential implications
•

This could prevent or fundamentally change how people engage in previously normal
activities (for fear of infection). Perceptions and attitudes towards risk are likely to shift;
people may reassess what they do, how they do it, what they need to see/know to feel safe.

•

How will this shape views on who is responsible for health, hygiene, risk management?

•

Will this intense focus take interest and ‘headspace’ from other conditions and concerns?

•

Will this have longer-term impacts on people's health (less attention to diet, drinking
more?) or their propensity to support causes?

•

Will health become an important topic to generally know more about? Could this stimulate
interest in scientific learning and skills?

•

How will hygiene status affect what we do, with who and the judgements we form? Will this
help galvanise or divide people? Will we be suspicious, exclusive, or remain 'in it together'
and collectively responsible for addressing the issue, and what comes after?

•

How will this be picked up and played back through popular culture?

•

Will there be greater interest in taking part in research trials for healthcare innovation?
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What do we mean by
wealth?
•

•

Our perceptions of the
national economy,
personal financial
situation and job security.
How we’re planning and
prioritising our spending,
consumption and
savings.

What did we think about wealth
(pre-COVID)?
•

•

We were emerging from longterm austerity and beginning to
feel more optimistic about the
economy and our personal
finances.
Concerns related to, and
lingered, about Brexit (the top
issue in Jan 2020 (47%)3.

•

Concern about the economy
was in 9th place 13%; poverty /
inequality 4th 22%
(unemployment not in top 10)3.

•

History tells us that in
recessionary times, some areas
of the economy can perform or
survive better than others
(related to personal and cultural
values).

How are we thinking about wealth now and how could this change?
•

The economic impact of lockdown is being felt now and there’s uncertainty as to its
enduring impact, scale, and longevity.

•

Large sections of the population are experiencing dramatic changes to their finances, from
reduced to no income. We’re seeing a wide range of responses from spending to get
through it, saving to prepare for ‘next’, and only buying what they need to survive.

•

The Bank of England forecasts a 14% fall in GDP for 2020, rising unemployment and the worst
recession in 300 years4.

•

Concern about the economy is now in 2nd place, 35%; poverty/inequality 5th 12%;
unemployment 6th, 10% 5.

•

GFK’s Consumer Confidence Index6: down -34 points; personal financial situation vs
previous 12 months: -4; personal financial situation outlook next 12 months: -14; major
purchase intention: -52; savings: +5.

Potential implications
•

Will we prioritise price promotions and reductions, shopping around for the best deal over
loyalty? Will we prioritise value over quality or look to invest in ‘better’ but reduced volume?

•

How and where will we prioritise spend vs save: what will shape these trade-offs?

•

What assurances will be needed to make spending 'safe' (cancellation policies, hygiene)?

•

Will we see a civic duty to spend where we can, to support the economy for all?

•

Will we prioritise saving and insurance to safeguard against an uncertain future?

•

Will we shift spending to where we can see its direct impact e.g. shopping independent or
local over big brands? What will ‘good’ ‘socially responsible spending’ look like?

•

Will we continue to favour the community that supported us over distant digital spaces?
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What do we mean by
wellbeing?
•

The desire to manage
our emotional, spiritual
and mental state.

•

How we maintain and
nourish ourselves beyond
the purely functional.

•

Lifestyle choices that
create the desired
emotional state (e.g.
managing stress).

What did we think about
wellbeing (pre-COVID)?

How are we thinking about wellbeing now and how could this change?
•

The lockdown pause created space for reflection on what’s important in life. It’s a time of
re-evaluation which could lead to a ‘resetting’ of needs and priorities.

•

We’ve realised that we can adapt, felt the reality of 'slow', the flexibility of a more
autonomous lifestyle (working at home, morning online yoga, stopping to make lunch etc.).

•

While some value the unexpected ‘JOMO’, concurrently we see a rise in anxiety and concern
about mental health (41% say they have experienced increased anxiety since the
outbreak)7.

•

Lockdown coping mechanisms have often involved self/wellbeing care, alongside a rise in
demand for ‘functional health’ (hygiene) products (e.g. 58% said they’re spending more on
personal care, the third highest category after groceries and household essentials) 7.
Exercise and being outside has become highly valued and a priority. It’s a source of
‘excitement’ and a key moment in the day. Social media discussion reflects the joy and
appreciation of nature, the inspiration in seeing seasons unfold, or hearing more birds etc.

•

Growing interest, appetite and
economy around this very broad
concept.

•

A multifaceted, diverse, and
‘vaguely' defined term, highly
subjective.

•

Growing sense that modern life
adversely affects our 'wellbeing’.

•

Growing interest in how to
manage ‘it'. Priorities shifting to
personal wellbeing e.g. the value
of personal time over work.

•

Early Government recognition of
wellbeing as important to
'national/economic health' (e.g.
introduction of a Happiness
Index in UK).

•

How will this moment shape our sense of identity, our values, and self-perception? What will
be important in life, how will we value ‘worth’ in ourselves, others and the wider world?

•

How will we resolve the tensions between our desire for wellbeing, to maintain some of the
‘slow’ we’ve valued, and our ability to access or sustain it (e.g. financially, practically)?

•

How will this shape our attitudes about how we choose to spend our time and money
(what we do, where, how, with who – people or brands)?

•

Will the appreciation of nature and the outside influence other priorities and values (e.g.
sustainability, environmental concerns, working hours or locations)?

•

Or will it fuel the desire to 'speed up' again and have more going on? To achieve wellbeing
through a rich experiential lifestyle? Releasing pent up desires for more, more, more?

•

Potential implications
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What do we mean by
play?
•

•

Leisure, travel, out of
home and in-home
experiences (beyond the
functional).
What we do for fun,
reward, time off, how we
socialise.

What did we think about play
(pre-COVID)?
•

•

•

•

•

Strong demand for 'play time' in
the UK (out of home leisure,
travel, experiences, socialising).
Leisure a priority for many (Q:
‘how important are the following
in your life?’: 48% leisure very
important; 24% work)8.

Strong growth in the dining out
and the overall 'experience
economy’.
Move towards niche, novel,
independent hospitality. Move
towards hospitality over retail on
the high street.
Previous recessions have seen
leisure rebound faster than other
markets and be prioritised for
time/spend.

How are we thinking about play now and how could this change?
•

There’s been an immediate and devastating impact on all forms of play. Likely to face
severe ongoing pressure and uncertainty due to social restrictions and people’s anxieties
about infection.

•

Parts of the sector responded quickly. We’ve seen a high degree of adaptation to at-home
offerings, virtual experiences, live 'cook-alongs', live-streaming content (music, theatre, etc.).

•

Clear interest and desire from consumers for leisure and play, at home.

•

There is a clear recognition of the need and value of social connections: second ‘most
missed’ aspect of life is social interaction (43%)9.

•

Keeping in contact with friends/family and keeping ourselves entertained are a high
priority, we see a willingness to pay for entertainment at least for now: e.g. Netflix sees 16
million new subscribers during lockdown 10, Uber Eats reports 50% growth March vs. Feb-20 11.

•

Concerns are returning about out of home activities, linked to cost and safeguarding
health. 52% do not anticipate returning to indoor venues ‘for some/long time’ once they reopen)12.

Potential implications
•

Will we prioritise play again? What will ‘new play’ look like? What reassurances will we need?

•

Will in-home, interest endure…. Or will it be driven by necessity due to money or health?

•

Where will the tensions between our ability to re-engage in leisure (e.g. financial, or due to
sanitation anxieties) and desire lie? Which wins, why, how?

•

Will a wider desire for 'wellbeing' or social consciousness shape our leisure priorities? How
will this play out? Will we see a sense of ‘social support’ hospitality/travel? Or worry about
sustainability? Or a shift to ‘less is more’ as an act of self-care?

•

Will new tech skills and service subscriptions encourage to us stay home, for ‘DIY leisure’?

•

Or, will our innate, cultural, sociability and lack of contact in lockdown fuel our desire for
social time?
12
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We can see new, emerging attitudes, values and behaviours that reflect people’s heightened focus on the four fundamental needs. These are
developing as people seek ways of dealing with the disruption and making the most of their situation.
The most prominent of these new behaviours can be thought of as interest in the personal, work and the wider world:

Personal
Self-care

Learning new skills

Our virtual lives

How people are developing
themselves and simplifying their
lives. To look after their mental and
physical wellbeing.

The need or desire to learn new and
develop existing abilities.

How people are trying to live their
‘best life’ at home.

The search for resources and
inspiration.

Keeping and feeling connected.
Adapting to virtual.

Working life

The wider world

Remote working

The Community

How people and organisations are
adapting to remote working.

The rising sense of community
and collective endeavour.

The tools, processes and
management ideology.

How people and brands are
adapting and responding.

The Environment
How people are reacting to
increasing tensions between
environmental concerns and
economic distress.
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What’s behind our interest in Self-Care?
App
support

• Stems from the Wellbeing needs and was an established and growing
area of interest and consumption pre-Covid.
• We’re seeing activity that builds on the recognition of the impact that
stress and anxiety have on our mental and physical health – from
consumers, Government and businesses (as employers). Covid is a time
of obvious intense stress and upheaval for many, which is creating
additional momentum behind this idea.
• For some, this has led them to re-evaluate their work-life balance, led
them to shift the priorities of their careers (what they do and how).

• Some seek to manage and prioritise their personal emotional and mental
health with services, practices, and products focused on alternative
therapies (e.g. yoga, meditation, attention to diet, even outdoor
swimming).
• For example, in response to the question “% who say they’re taking the
following actions to look after themselves during the outbreak” 12

‘Slow’
time

Changing
career

‘Finding’
nature

Selfcare

New
habits

How people are developing themselves and
simplifying their lives - to look after their mental
and physical wellbeing.

• 41%: having quality time with household, going for walks;

• 33% eating healthy foods;
• 30% taking vitamins/supplements;
• 19% strength/flexibility, breathing exercise (e.g. yoga/pilates), doing
at home workouts using an app.
• Social media analysis shows the value derived from this forced 'slow'
time. More time with family, the 'joy of missing out’, less cluttered diaries,
flexible working at home, the excitement of online classes etc.

Discussion points
• Will the COVID re-set inform our priorities permanently and what we chose
to spend (our likely to be restricted) income on?
• Will we keep up the healthy food cooked from scratch over the purchased
take-aways, the online yoga over a spin at the gym…?
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What’s behind our interest in New Skills?

Life
focused

• The forced lockdown has given people time to develop new skills,
interests, and hobbies.
• For some this interest is driven by job loss or uncertainty and a need to
sharpen their skills or develop new ones to prepare for the job market.

Hobby
focused

• Personal priorities for the month ahead (UK): 40% using spare time
productively; 22% education/learning; ways of taking care of self - 18%
learning new skills (language, music, work)12.
• Social media analysis supports this and shows people exploring new
hobbies as well as more work focused self-development. Creative
activities (crafts, gardening, cooking etc.) bring excitement, entertainment
and a sense of self-progress. One of the main coping mechanisms and
ways of finding 'happiness' is in being productive, purposeful and making
the most of lockdown.
• Lockdown has forced us to adapt and develop. E.g. ingredients have been
harder to find, so we’ve had to adapt. We've discovered alternative supply
chains – using independents, wholesalers or direct from the source.

• We have had huge amounts of free content given to us - from people,
we'd never usually get to 'learn' from (e.g. TV chefs, IT professionals,
beauty experts, Michelle Obama is reading us The Gruffalo)13.
• We've had fun learning creative skills, how to host the perfect 'at home
restaurant' dining experience, table-scaping is, apparently, a 'thing'.

Career
focused

New
skills

Forced
to
adapt

Pro
support

The need or desire to learn new and develop
existing abilities. The search for resources and
inspiration.

Discussion points
• Will this period of self development shape how and what we learn?
• Will we become more self-sufficient, more open and capable to DIY?
• Will the looming recession amplify this?
• How can brands enable, guide and create value for DIY?
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What’s behind our interest in this Virtual Life?
IGTV

• Lockdown means living more of our life online.

• We all know about the Zoom boom. We’ve adapted with virtual quizzes,
kitchen discos, virtual birthdays and dinner parties. We’ve seen in social
that people have enjoyed getting creative in how they can still have fun
and how these virtual social experiences are key events in the lockdown
diary.
• People are still interacting with brands and business, just differently.
• IGTV has exploded as a channel - democratising content and giving us
access to experts and cultural VIPs we'd never normally get to
experience.
• Online shopping has boomed as we've had to become our own
hairstylists, beauticians or barbers (e.g. search for hair clippers rose 930%
in 1st week Apr vs Jan-Feb, Mavens of London cited by Kantar, April)14.
• Delivery of ‘experiences in a box’ and take-outs has grown as brands
have had to adapt. Bringing the restaurant, café or theatre to home.

New
tools

Access to
VIPs

Social
events

This
virtual
life

Bring to
home

How people are trying to live their ‘best life’ at
home. Keeping and feeling connected. Adapting
to virtual.

• Brands with strong content and e-commerce propositions have been
winning, and likely to continue to, e.g. Lulu Lemon 67% rise in website traffic
in lockdown vs. Feb/March (Mavens of London, cited by Kantar, April)14.

Discussion points

• Consumers want to get back to normal, but their concerns mean that
they will have to adapt.

• How will we prioritise what we chose to do outside? Where are we willing
to go and what assurances will we need to feel safe?

• 53% say will avoid big shopping centres post lockdown14.
• 28% plan to shop online more; 25% exercise at home

more15.

• 50% expect to watch more streaming content, e.g. Netflix; 45% more
cooking at home15.

• There’s a tension that will continue the virtual trend. People miss
socialising but have serious concerns about risk of infection and money.

• How will our access to a mass of free and exciting content shape our
willingness to pay in the future?
• Will our perceptions of value shift? If we can master a flat white at home,
will we want to pay? How can brands fill this ‘value gap’?
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What’s behind our interest in Remote Working?

Flex +
adapt

• The UK has seen its usual working practices shift.
• The most prominent measure being to furlough staff (33%), which has
resulted in a very small minority of workers in this country being laid off
(9%) or asked to take a pay cut (6%) 15. This may change as the
Government expects business to take more of share in paying for
furlough.
• Most people in work are working from home (outside key workers / some
retail etc. operators). This is starting to loosen but is complex and subject
to change.
• Going into the pandemic, just over half of employees in the UK felt their
business was ready for remote working15. This represents the shift in
recent years towards more flexible, mixed time between the office and
home.
• Post the 2008 financial crisis, we saw a rise in entrepreneurialism, working
at home / cafes / 'We Work' spaces. The D&D restaurant chain recently
launched an app that lets you use vacant dining tables for working or
collaborative meetings.
• In the context of the pandemic, people are feeling the benefits of working
from home. This comes across strongly in the social media conversation
and in research from Global Web Index that found the: Benefits of working
from home seen as: flexible working hours (55%), added free time if not
commuting (49%); less stressful home working environment (33%) 15.

Wellbeing

Altered
work

Work
from
home

Remote
working

Balance

How people and organisations are adapting to remote
working. The tools, processes and management ideology.
Discussion points
• Can the ‘working from home horse’ ever be put back in the stable?
• Will what we’ve learnt in lockdown enable us to change jobs?
• Will the commute ever be the same again? How will this change the daily
routine and 'moments' in the day’?
• Will this shift our food consumption? Fewer cafes, more home cooking?
• How will this impact on the property market – will we look to move away
from cities? What does this mean for local infrastructure in rural areas?
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What’s behind our interest in The Community?

Shared
meaning

• The Clap for Carers is valued by many. It’s a moment when we not only
show our support for the NHS and key workers, but we support the
country’s efforts and sacrifices in protecting others. We actually see our
community, we stand together.
• We know from social media analysis that this inspires people, it’s
anticipated - a defining moment in the week. It gives a sense of
camaraderie, shared experience and something people can 'do' when so
much of our response is about 'not doing’.
• Approval ratings show we’re valuing people more (shift from 34% preCovid to 57% 15) and large institutions or big business less.
• We’ve also seen the strength of the unexpected. Moments of joy, surprise
acts of kindness from others and our community and the joy this gives to
all. This is being picked up and amplified by some media. E.g. broadcaster
Anna O'Neil's daily 'Tea at 3pm' in the street with her neighbours.
• Some independent business have had their 'Dunkirk' moment. They’ve
been 'in it' with people in a very human way, adapted fast, and helped
people through. They’ve set a high bar for other brands.
• The idea of community is not just those on the doorstep, it’s a global
community that has virtually come to share an unprecedented event.
• Or it's the industry communities we are trying to support: choosing
vouchers over refunds or donations and pre-orders.
• Collective (socially distant or virtual) memories are being made in these
moments of togetherness.

Collective
moments

Hyperaware

The
community

Levelled
playing
fields

Connect
globally

The rising sense of community and collective endeavour.
How people and brands are adapting and responding.
Discussion points
• How long will our ‘greater good’ mindset endure? Can it survive
recessionary pressure? Can ‘local’ beat ‘value’ in hard times?
• Some brands already reflect this mindset in their actions and comms.
Can others follow without falling to cliché? How can brands authentically
help nurture, support, and be a part of their communities?
• How will we value 'worth' in our lives, will this self-less focus last?
• Social media has been the great connector and is likely to remain so for
some time. What’s the right way for brands to harness these channels?
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What’s behind our interest in The Environment?
Visible
impact

• A growing area of public interest pre-pandemic (Ipsos Mori Issues Index
Jan 2020: pollution/environment/climate change 3rd biggest issues
facing Britain, 23%)16.
• Questions are increasingly asked of business and brands about their
sourcing, environmental impact, and ethical practices.
• Historically, recessionary times have seen a de-prioritisation of
environmental or humanitarian issues as we focus on concerns closer to
home (finances, employment).
• However, one of the characteristics of this pandemic is 'what nature can
do’.
• We’re also likely to see more evidence of the impact that economic
activity has on the environment highlighted by its absence during
lockdown.
• Furthermore, the forced lockdown has given people the time and space
to observe nature more, to experience and value it.

Media
pressure

Shifting
focus

More
exposure

The
environment

Scrutiny

How people are reacting to increasing tensions
between environmental concerns and economic
distress.

• It’s also maintaining its prominence in the media.

• As a result, it may maintain its focus during the coming recession or even
gain in prominence.

Discussion points
• How will the pause in travel, industry and notable positive impacts on the
environment intensify the existing interest and support for green issues?
• How will our newfound perspective of nature influence our scrutiny of
brands that we buy from? What questions will need answers?
• How will we prioritise nature over other out-of-home activities?
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Sensitivity and tone of voice are critical. Never has being human
and having a touch of personality been more important, but
that’s not always easy. Brands doing well reach people more
directly and humanly.
• Those that succeed are adapting to the context well because they are
looking at what their community really want, need - they’re reading
the mood.
• Brands are trying new platforms (that perhaps they wouldn't have risked
before), at speed. We’ve seen founders coming to the fore to personally
front what they do and speak directly to their audience like never before.
There are some common themes among the stand-out brands:
• Lifestyle: brands can remain commercially focused, while at the same
time letting their lifestyle content reflect the situation and come to the
fore. It shows they’re listening carefully and responding with confidence
e.g. #DressUpFriday from Net A Porter or Matches’ ‘checking in’ campaign.
• Community closeness + connections: those brands that are close to
their communities can adapt quickly. They know what people want and
can respond in the right way. It’s those brands who are listening to
feedback and finding a way of giving people what they need.
• Giving back: this isn’t about donating to NHS if your supply chain is dodgy.
Rather it’s establishing meaningful relations with your community and
responding in a way that sensitively links your donation or contribution
with their needs.

Brands don’t usually let the façade slip. But these are unusual
times and we’re all doing what we can. There’s a power in letting
people in. An honesty and authenticity.
• Brands tend to be averse to this level of openness but can benefit from a
more human approach, especially now.
• It’s about tweaking your content and creative so that it captures the spirit
of openness and togetherness – while remaining aligned with your brand
values and purpose.
• Those doing well ‘own up’ to how hard it is, how they might have ideals
and goals but it's a challenge to meet them. They’re being open and
transparent.

• They’re talking openly and honestly about how it’s hard to manage, their
concerns, how their staff are coping. It makes them much more relatable;
the shared experience brings closeness and humanity.
• It’s an opportunity to lift the curtain and share access people would
normally never see.
• Authenticity also comes with imperfection. Things can be less polished
than usual - we know brands have had to adapt fast.

• Some imperfection feels real right now. It’s warmer and reflects our
collective vulnerability. It’s OK to show the human side. There’s an
opportunity to be creative, innovate and to test out new ideas.
• Too much polish might be jarring at this time – the usual gloss and
glamour might make you seem disconnected.
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Use of IGTV has rocketed. Brands are using it to connect directly
with people in a much more intimate way. They can’t get to the
studio, so they’re letting people in.
• It’s helping with brand exposure from the prime location at the top of the
feed and notifications sent to followers.
• It’s allowing brands to easily bring in other people (e.g. exclusive
interviews) which helps broaden their reach and relevance to other
audiences.
How to nail it:
• Have a clear purpose: be open about who you are, what your audience
needs and the point of the session.

• Be relevant: to the context, to what the audience needs, to your point of
view and your role in the topic.
• Interact: with your audience, respond to their questions, mention their
names, recognise the regulars. Connect with your Stories to find out what
they want to see.
• Use personality: founder-led content is doing well, show your human
face, use your teams (e.g. The Bingham links with their staff at home
around the world do make cocktails and share their masterclasses from
their kitchens with their community).
• Structure: don’t ramble or go off-piste. Interviewers need to manage the
content and flow but ensure they don't dominate the chat.
• Polish: It's not Facetime with your friends. It needs preparation and love.
Be generous, make it special for them.
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Everything we’ve seen points to the need for brands to stay deeply
connected with their audiences.
Those who really hear what their customers need are more able to adapt
quickly to serve them.
How can you make sure you’re open to listening in the right way?

After all, people don’t talk to researchers the way they talk to each other.
We believe that the data from social media is just what we need right now.
The people you care about are using social to:
• share and try to understand how they feel,
• work out what to do,
• connect with people,

• find inspiration and joy,
• and validate their actions and opinions.
It’s a formative space, where new ideas, values and behaviours emerge,
form and spread.
It needs more than superficial listening.
The stories are there for you to hear. Their needs laid out for you to see.
This will show you how to stay connected. How to find the right inspiration.
This is how to lead.
We’d be delighted to help.
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Listen + Learn is a social insight agency. We turn
social data into human insight.
Now’s the time to listen and connect. To
empathise and adapt.
We can help.
Thanks for reading.
Jeremy
T: +44 7799 415829
E: jeremy@listenandlearnresearch.com
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